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Abstract

This paper looks at the failure of mass communication theoryin explaining the behavior cif media organizations during wars and
crises. Principles of freedom of the press and objectivity are not
respected and the journalism practice is not the samË in dmes of war
than in normal times. very often, the news organization sides withthe position of its mother country, and the journalist becomes"nationalistic" and patriotic and aiigns himseH to his country,s
position from the war at the expense of professionalism, objectivity,
honesty and ethics of journalism practices.

As a theoreticar framework the study used the market modelgd the manipulative model, and the case study approach- theSecond Gulf v/ar (1990-1991), the 9/rr attacks'on^the us, theAfghan war and lastly the Third Guif war rzoô:i--^ a research
19thod. Major research questions of the study ur",'whu, directions
did. the coverage of the war on kaq take and ihe nature of intrusion
and pressures on journalists during their reporting of ine casualtiesof the war. The hypotheses of the study *.re u, fJilows: Accordingto the manipulative model the media coverage of the Iraqi war willbe partial and biased. The four theories of tîr" pr"r, as werr as themarket model do not provide an explanation for the nature of mediawar coverage. In times of wars and crises journalism is mixed up
Yilh propagarida, pubric relations, psychological warfare anddisinformation. The media practice gets away from professionalism
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of,the study show the failure of the theories of the press to explain
the'practice of the média in times of wars and crises. wrrilé the
manipulative model explains the use and exploitation of media
organizations and the communicators by military, economic and
political forces for the purpose of propaganda, public relations,
psychological warfare, manipulation, disinformation and distortion.
lntroduction

It is said that war without television is not indeed a war, but
rather an abstract event, whereas war on the screen is a live
experience delivered to millions of people resting in their living
rooms. In its' war on lraq, the united states launched a large-scalé
media war against the Iraqi regime long before engaging in military
action, via various newspapers, magazines, radio stations, satellite
channels, and the internet. Intriguingly, the majority of studies
addressing the medias' coverale of wars and conflicts have
concluded that coverage was biased, distorted, obscure and distant
from media ethics such as impartiality, fairness and freedom.

The war on Iraq has revealed, as have previous wars, the
myths arrd lies echoed by the theorists of democracy, freedom of the
press, and human rights. Consequently, the first and foremost victims
of this war were the freedom of press, and the life of journalists
themselves. Thirteen journalists and media workers have been killed
amid their unwavering pursuit and deliverance of facts to viewers
around the world. American procedures dealing with journalists have
far exceeded the bounds of etiquette, respect of profession, freedom
and independence. The u.s. simply applied the notorious phrase
"You are either with us, or against us" literally. Journalists who were
not embeclded with the Pentagon would be at risk of being targèted
by American military forces had they attempted to reveal facts or
photos regarding massacres against children and armless civilians.

The notion of "freedom of the press" which is promoted by
America on every occasion has been eradicated during its aggression
on haq, as in the case of international conflicts and clashes. The
American media machine has become no different than its
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amendmenr of the American constitutiôn rhar ;;.Ëirirr.r'iiiprinciple of protecting the press and journarists rrorn tt. tyranny ofauthority in favor of indepindence, impartiality, and freedom, hasmerely become a pafi oi past archivès. Td uni;d states hasrelentlessly silenced and eliminated anti-w* uoi.Ër, thus provingthat power alone prevails. The freedom of p-r.rr,'principres ofimpartiality and integrity, and all norms that protect free speech andthe "marketplace of ideas", have been flouted in irr. name ofhomeland. s ecuri ty and national Americ an interests.

- This paper attempts to reveal th. propuganda of the mediamachine and its' mechanisms of disinfor-àtioï îna àistortron whilecovering wars and crises. Historically, the media t 
^ ruit.o to beimpartial and unbiaryd gfgr rhe prerexr of national interests. Themedia has mastered the fabricationïf reality inræuJ ofcovering anddelivering it to the pub-lic- during wars, the vietnam, Algeria,Falkland Island, second. Gulf, Afghinistan and r.uq ,nu* ro name afew. The media practices.^of ùegedly modern and democraticwestern media were no different than those of dictatorships andauthoritarian regimes. All succumbed ro rhe *ili 

"fî"riricians andmerchants of war ung weapons, thus sacrificing'principles ofimpartiality, freedom.of press, integrity and tairner, ïn iorruit of thetruth. Power and media were handin Ëana during **, ""ra 
crises allalong.

The Problem
The failure of the mass cornmunication theory in exprainingthe behavior of media organizations can be noticed during thecoverage of wars and crises. unlike normal .ii"-Àrrun""r, theuufverage of wars and crises faces a number of stakes and challengesmaking the media part of the war itself. During **, prin.ipres suchas freedom of the press and impartiality are i", *rpr.ted and thejournalism practice is completeiy different than in ?rmar times.very often, the news organizatton sides with the position of itsmother country during wars. (camrters 2000,Kirat tôsg, Boumaiza2004, Layadi 2004).
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Theoretical Framework

Theorists of the media practice and researchers studying the
relationship between power, media and political and economical
institutions have arguably failed in developing criteria and standards
that explain the behavior of media organizations and journalists
during wars. The four theories of the press: The Authoritarian,
Libertarian, Social Responsibility and soviet communist.(Siebert,
Peterson, schramm,1956) have not addressed the relationship
between media ahd.power, and media and journalists during *at unà
crises. Yet it can be concluded that there is no difference in media
practice during war and cfises between different media and political
systems. Dictatorships, democracies, developed and developing
countries all become similar in their convergence of media, public
relations, psychological warfare, propaganda, manipuiation,
misleading, and distortion. on the other hand, there is a significant
difference in media practice in times of peace and normality in
democracies that abide with the traditions of free press

The Market Model

According to this model, "news" is a category of events that
must be delivered professionally and with the highest standards of
impartiality. Journalists engage in gathering news and then report to
their head of department. According to the market model,
impartiality imposes itself on the media practice, and the media
practitioner seeks news that primarily concerns society, regardless of
other considerations. (Cohen & Young, l98I:17)
The Manipulative Model

According to this model, the media and its journalists are tools
to serve interests of the owners of media organizations, which
conflict with the interests of the public and any impartial and
objective presentation of world events. Journalists thus practice their
profession according to ideological criteria; they select and discard
news with respect to the interests of the owners. They distort the
truth and reality according to the propaganda needs of their superiors,
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according ro rhe polirical, economica'I, una **ilîffi; 
""ffii:;who own the means of production (capitaristsl. according to themarket model, "news" is a presentation- of ,eaiity, *t 

"r.u, in themanipulative model the "news" is a fabricution oii*ritv t" serve theinterests of the acting powers who are more than distant from thepublic. (Cohen & young t9g1:17_lg).
Methodology

(1990'1991), the 9/rr attacks on the uS, the ergnan war and lasrlythe Third Gulf war (2003)- as a research method. These historicalevents were chosen in order to study how medi a organizations dealwith wars and crises, and how they cbver and deliver"its events to thepublic.

Research Questions
- \vhat are the trends of media coverage in times of wars and crises?- what are the abuses committed ugàinrt ttre ,igit orlournarists topractice their profession?
- To what extent was the coverage of the war objective, neutral, andimpartial?
- were suitable circumstances and requirements available for fair andobjective media coverage of the wars and crises?
- To which extent did the media reflect the opinions and visions oftheir governments, and. abandon professionarism, andloulectivity incovering the war and crises?
- To what extent is tfe- free and objective practice of coverage duringwars and crises possible?
Hypotheses

o According to the manipulative moder the media coverage ofthe Iraqi war will be partial and biased.

I

I

I

o The four theories of the press as well
not provide an explanation for the
coverage.

o In times of wars and

as the market model do
nature of media war

crises journalism is mixed up with
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propaganda, public relations, psychological
disinformation. The media practice gets
professionalism and the principles of objectivity
of the press.

warfare and

away from
and freedom

The First Case Study: Gulf War II: the Pentagon and CMf, and the
story of the "complex"

During the second Gulf war in 1991 the Pentagon controlled media
coverage of the war according to firm mechanisms, which allowed it
to choose and select the news, events, and facts that served the
interests and objectives of the united states. The pentagon used the
so-called "press complexes" and CNN \ryas assigned ',a
spokesperson", hence not only did America control military
operations but also the images of the events and facts of the war.
Consequently, many of the principles learnt by journalists in mass
communication and media institutes and colleges are abandoned
during crises. Journalists are restricted by military administrators
who address them to certain areas, and may even intervene in the
information sent to the journalists' organization. The world
witnessed the second Gulf War through the eyes of the American
media, which was then controlled by propaganda and psychological
warfare. Every detail of information sent from journalists to their
media organizations was under the control of the Pentagon. Anything
that was contrary to the American viewpoint was recognized as "not
appropriate for publishing for security reasons."
The Second Gulf war was primarily a war of minds, ideas, and public
opinion, and due to America's high experience, propaganda and
disinformation capabilities, it managed to control the minds of
millions through the control of images of war and its proceedings.
(Atkinson, 1994; Denton, 1993). Reporters who covered the second
Gulf V/ar were dependent on the media guidance of the Pentagon and
its press conferences, which produced data that was edited to hide
certain information, and concentrate on other aspects that were not
necessarily true, accurate and objective. This dependency failed to
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provide the journalists with the integrity and objectivity required,
which put them in a situation in which they were being used,
exploited, and blackmailed by the merchants of war and weapons.

The American media connived with the Pentagon during the
Second Gulf war, which allowed cNN to single-handedly lead the
psychological war. The American military machine had learnt its
lesson from the vietnam war and its other defeats, where America
also lost the battle of images. The U.S. and global media covered the
brutality of the u.s. military and its heavy losses. For whether in
vietnam or somalia, the media has cost America dearly, as public
opinion forced the politicians to withdraw from the war and admit
defeat. This has led military leaders among the coalition to
implement a new strategy where journalists are adopted in military
units "News Pools" to cover the war and its proceedings. These
journalists are at the mercy of the military that controls their
movements, filming and writing, and this is exactly what happened
during the Gulf War II.

The Arab media was weak during the second Gulf War and
satellite television channels were limited and in their very early
years. And as most of media outlets worldwide, the Arab media
submitted to idly watching and consuming the U.S. propaganda,
disinformation and distortion. This blackmail and exploitation will
probably trigger an awakening or uprising by media practitioners to
catch up with hundreds of thousands, even millions of people
worldwide who have continually expressed their views against the
war and the militarism of America. (Hiebert, I99l; Jensen, 1992;
Denton, 1993).
""In wartime, truth is so precious that it should always be attended by
a bodyguard of lies", is a famous saying of British politician and
statesman Winston Churchill. It is also said that war begins with
words. History reminds us of how Napoleon Bonaparte brought a
printing press from Paris during his invasion of Egypt in order to
publish a newspaper that supplements his colonial ambitions by
controlling ideas, minds and the practice of psychological warfare,
propaganda, disinformation and obfuscation. In times of wâr,
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war without media remains incomplete unà inruiricient, and the
question that arises is: the problem of war and the media, which
media does the viewer or reader or listener consume in the
aggres$ion on Iraq these days? Do notions of objectivity, freedom of
delivering events and facts, and independence in addiessing issues
really exist, especially when it is said that war is deceprioni Th"r"
days, the viewer or reader finds himself lost amidst a toffent of news,
information, statistics, d,ata and perspectives filled with
contradictions and inconsistencies. psychological war is actually
imposed on the logic of objectivity, und impâtiality. Hence, eacir
party involved in the war relentlessly reveals informaiion that serves
their power and success in order to raise the morale of the army and
its people while vanquishing the morale of the opponent. on the
other hand, we note that the other party strugglàs to hide the
magnitude of its victims and losses during wars, ïnit. focusing on
success and results achieved. In this context, Dr. Hebert says:

2010 rtr{\ .rrlrJL ,r,srl[ i{.if-ilL tHU ^rtt'!L rl*.

"we have witnessed during the Gurf war either the use
of the most, advanced military weaponry in human
history, or the use of the most intelligeni words and
images as weapons of war, or both ... the effective use
of words and the media torJay, in this time of crisis, is as
important as the use of cannons and bombs. In the end,
it is not enough to be strong; it is now necessary to
aontinue. To win today's war, the government does not
only need to win the war in the field, but also needs to
win the minds of their audiences Hiebert, l99l:107
11s))

since war is deception, everything is permitted in order to
undermiine the enemy, even if that requires lying, practicing of
psychological warfare, propaganda, disinformatiôn ànd obfu scuiion.
consequently, the end justifies the means, and the task of
scrutinizing the numbers, information, and news provided by
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conferences and press releases remains difficull
case study II: the events of september 2001: Media from ,fourth
estate" to "mass mislndingr,:
Many specialists, researchers and theorists in the field of the press,
media and mass communication echo and confirm that the press isthe fourth power, which monitors the three authorities of the
community: the legislative, judiciary and the executive branch. someof them went as far as to say that the press is the .,barometer ofdemocracy" and the basis for the redreÀs of the poor, needy and
vulnerable. And that the media is a strategic toof to uncover and
investigate the truth, even Americans called it the .,watchdog press,,,
but the reality of the 2r't century and the reality of the war on
terrorism suggests that the press was transfôrmed from a fourth
power into a means to falsify reality, deceive consciousness and
fabricate events and facts, as dictated by the forces ;i ;;;;
business and politics. In the era of satellite TV, the Internet and
digital society, media today adapt events and facts in accordance
with the powers that control the system, whether local or global. The
Iraq war has revealed the mistakes, lapses and serious abuses that
took place as media around the world subordinated with the ideas of
weapon and war dealers, without daring to try and reveal the myths,
lies, deception and fraud used by major news agencies 

- 
and

international media. (Michaels, 2003, B azak, 200 I ).
The events of l1 September and the war on Iraq along with its

repercussions and implications have affected all areas ôr hre not onty
in the u.S., but rather all over the world. After more than three y"*,
since the syrnbols of American power in New york and washington
were hit, and after the hundreds of articles, reports, studies, and talk
shows via political institutions, and different media across the globe,
we wonder about the high price paid by the press on one hanà, and
the deviations committed against the honeit performance of the
media on the other. Media practice and freèdom of the press,
particularly in democracies, seem to be the primary victims of the 11
September attacks. The media's approach oi a.aing with the facts of
september 11 revealed that it had abandoned its mission and failed to
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background, and dimensions of the event. was the media able to
eliminate the confusion, uncertainty, misinformation, distortion,
stereotypes and deliver reality as it is? or has the media excelled in
the fabrication of the reality of September 11 according to the
desires, goals and interests in total disregard of fairness,
commifment, and integrity? The fuab journalist Tayseer Alouni is
imprisoned in spain without a tair trial and without proof, as are
many others around the world under the pretext of fighting terrorism
Td maintaining national security. conclusively, there are no
differences between authoritarian states and countries which claim to
practice democracy and freedom of thought, opinion and expression
and human rights. America being the bearer of "The First
Amendpnent" and the country that reveres freedom of the press has
flouted the principles it built during the last three centuries bv
commapding editors and intervening in editorials and mediâ
institutions, like any authoritarian state or dictatorship in the world.
(sultan, 2003) and this is what "condoleezzakice" oia in the name
of natiqnal security and defense of the vital interests of the united
States of America.

The sept. 11 attacks produced media anention that is still
unparalfeled in different pafts of the world. Media institutions of all
kinds, s[rapes and categories: financial, ideological and political have
competed in producing news, commentaries, analytical programs and
studies on the crisis and its dimensions, background, and
implicaçions. The question that instigated controu..ty and debate
betwee4 academics and politicians is the interest in knowing how the
media dealt with the incident of september 11? Have all quàstions of
the curipus minds of the readers, listeners and viewers been asked?
was thq media concerned with why America was the one attacked?
An-d 

-yho 
really attacked the u.s.i And what are the backgrounds

and dirqensions? Has the media wondered about how bin Laden was
a hero in the eightes and a strategic alry for America in the fight
against the soviet union and'communism? And how he becamé a
sworn enemy of America? How was he a hero and now a terrorist?
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And who created Bin tud
relationship between what happened and the àxploitation, injustice,
oppression and inequality in international economic relations andpolitics? what about the tenorism practiced by many countries? Andwhat is terrorism in the first placè? Has the- American media ever
wondered about the tens of thousands of young Arab Muslims
recruited by the cIA to fight in Afghanisra' uguinit the communist
enemy?

Media in the twentieth century has become an industry that
manufactures reality instead of explaining it to public opinion. Mediain the era of the digital society beôame a force that actuàlly reads and
interprets reality in accordance with the financiat uno fottical forcesthat control it. An overrook on how American media organizations
interacted with the events of september r 1 gives us the following
conclusions:

o Most of the western media focused on Islam, Musrims and
Arabs, and used the 9\[ events to mislead, distort and
obfuscate, thus promoting stereotypes against Islam, Musrims
and Arabs that have become known and been around since along time. The media ignored the real reasôns behind the
events, and began to concentrate on discussing some incorrect
practices deviating from the teachings of IslaÀ, which has ledto confusion and hatred amongst large sections of public
opinion in v[estern countries and especially the united States
or America. These waves of hatred red to incidents of racist
actions against many innocent Muslims and Arabs in western
countries. The contradiction here is that the vast majority of
communïcators in the west, officials in the various media
organizations are not well aware of Islam and have not even
tried to undersJand this religion, and how its teachings are
actually applied in factual life.o western media focused on the results of September r l and its
repercussions on international political relations and global
economic map, and a lot of concepts and universals such asnational security, and globarizatiin ... etc, but ignored the
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reasons that led to what happened and why the attack wère on
the united States exclusively. The motives behind these
attacks have become secondary, unimportant and of no value,
whereas the media's focus was restricted Jo Islamic
fundamentalism and terrorism. Several western news
organizations attempted to link ongoing events in palestine
with what happened on Sept. 11. Here we note that Israel is
the only country in the world that has benefited from the
events of 11 September, it has unremittingly tenori zed, the
Palestinian people under the pretext of fighting terrorism.
Thus allowing the butcher Ariel sharon to implement all his
plans to eliminate all signs of understanding and dialogue as
the basis for the establishment of a palestinian state. Shu.on
and his propaganda machine deployed in the largest and most
important capitals in the world, took advantage of the western
media to convey the hatred of Arabs and Muslims and
defamation of Islam.
western media interpreted the rise of Isramic fundamentalism
as a result of poverty, unemployment, and lack of social
justice, while completely overlooking the fact that the
international system led by the united States of America is an
unjust one that takes advantage of nations under tyranny,
while American foreign policy plays the role of the world's
policeman, triggering even more hatred towards it.
western media has not att'empted to provide a depiction of
international relations and the international systern which is
bankrupt and full of contradictions, as well as trying not to
reveal much about u.s. foreign policy from the Marshall plan.
to this day. Nor has it tried to highlight the contradictions
çreated by u.S. policy after the fall of the soviet union. which
resulted in the collapse of bipolarity, rhus leading the way for
America to reign. The western media machine was superficial
in dealing with the facts of September 11, and even when it
addressed the writings of some European journalists, led by
French journalist Thierry Meyssan, author of the book
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il:T.ïii:,T:^:":::i: ï".I"0 and ridicured them ii,rr.,y
Y:n:l^?:t'..u:1,'rhar rhe nrr"ui"e, ï;. il;ii;Jiiiwithin the U.S. military command,,. *f,i, while Roger Garaudy sees

, 3t::::::,".r" *ï:lber as u f rot ";ii;;,i ;rËïË;ï:
agencies and the State."o The western media machine did not attempt to raise questionsabout the exploitation of the september r 1 attacks by theunited States in order. to re-shape the world, and that the waragainst terrorism was in reality u r"u, against international lawand human rights, which âr" suffering even within theboundaries of America. Mary Robinson, UN Highcommissioner for Human Rights says that ,,the united statesof America has invoked corlnter-terrorism since September11' 200r to undermine human rights, and we are thereforeconcerned about the state of civii rights in the nations thatfight tenor." Th.e. most obvious proof of this is the terrorismlaw practiced within the united ôru,"r, which has violated ailaspects of human rights and individual freedo.r. ff," horrificacts practiced and the brutal treatment of prisoners inGuantanamo Bay is yet another aspect of the abuse of humanrights. (Kirar, 2003 ).o concealing the truth is-the highest degree of transgression andte'orism. Also, the falsification of rJahty, una tf;. àistortionand manipulation of the minds of the ,ourr", to satçfy ahandful of weapon and war dearers is far worst in severitythan the most brutal 

"timinat and terrorist acts. Theprofessionar media conscience demands trr" 
"-ptoyment ofprofessionalism, ethics and commitment in tle 'goal 

ofunderstanding, cornmunication, love and harmony betweenraces, peoples and religions. Consequently, media becomes asource for the disseminarion oi human ;;i;, love,understanding, well-being and prosperity throfiout theworld, and not a means to ignite 
"oïfli"tr, wars, crimes, hatredand racism.
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The third case study: the war in Afghanistan

In the early days of America's war on the Taliban, the fuab
news ch&nnel Al lazeeru exclusively provided the entire world with
reports and images of what was going on in the mountains of "Tora
Bora" and "Kandahar". This situation did not please the Americans at

all, especially that the American media depended on what Al Jazeera
broadcasted. The only solution to end Al Jazeera's domination and
exclude the Arab vision of war, according to American claims, was

to hit Al-Iazeeru's office by "mistake". Once the Taliban were
defeated, American's influence extended in the country and

completely took control. Subsequently, CNN - revived its alliance
with the Pentagon - and the United States took control of all military
operatiorrs and media including pictures, news and analysis, and this
is exactly what war merchants are looking for. The United States not
only utirlizes military strategy, but also focuses on psychological
warfare and propaganda to manipulate and control minds, ideas,

trends and public opinion.
In "times of peace or war, the public is the pivot of the

communication process. According to the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights the public has a right in communication, and access to
honest 4nd objective news and information, because individuals of
society use them to defîne their reference frame and mental images

that affect their conduct and aciions later. Therefore the issue of
manipufation of the media is strategic and important, due to the
serious [mplications on responsible behavior in society. The media's
bids in time of war are far more important than military operations on
the battlefield, and the responsibilities the media upholds in times of
war far surpasses its obligations in times of peace. (Camrters, 2000)
Hence, [t is all about ideas, minds, attitudes and emotions. Goebbels'
propaganda for instance led the Germans to embrace a war they did
not need. But with his efforts and the pro-war agenda of the media,
Germa4y engaged in a world war that still affects the world, as we
know it today. The same applies to occupation and the exploitative
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wars humanity has suffered from since ages ago. Rna in ttffiE
this all, the conscience of the professi"onal"will r.pnmand every
journalists in the worrd that could have done somethini to avoid war,but instead we find these journalists either silent or lomplicit with
the forces concerned with their interests and materia g;'i^,-"t trrË
expense of tens of thousands of innocent children and civilians.

The obligation to respect the profession and to defend and
protect it from those who try to trade or use it for purposes other than
the public interest and community purposes is the major challenge
facing journalists around the worid. when we say ,.the public
interest" it could mean the interest of humanity wârldwide. The
media can be a means of peace and diarogue between peoples, and
can also be a means of mass propaganda, mislead and distortion that
destroys instead of serving ail mankind. sadly, at the threshold of the2-!" century, we still suffer from misinformation, obfuscation,
distortion, stereotypes, propaganda, and psychologicai warfare. The
public has become exposed to media messages and cultural products
that present occupiers as liberators, the oppiessed as oppressors and
terrorists, and colonial forces ur p"u".ful and demàcratic forces
seeking security and peace for the world. And thus values and
principles have deteriorated, and the public has become accustomed
to viewing images of innocent children around the world being
subjected to killing, oppression and exploitation. The human
conscience is absent, or numb, and media organizations have turned
into propagandists to justify the'savage andlarbaric actions of the
merchants of war and weapons. Twenty years ago, America allied
with Presidçnt Saddam Hussein, and insiigated hiL to wage a fierce
war against the Islamic Republic in lran. Today Iraq is portrayed by
the media as a peace-loving state that was liberated irom the tyranny
of Saddam Hussein. America created bin Laden, and portrays him ai
the hero who will liberate Afghanistan from the coÀmunist Soviet
union. After several years, America attacks Afghanistan to liberate
its people from bin Laden and the Taliban.
Fourth case study: Gutf war III: An ',on air', war between the
Iraqi Ministry of Information and the American Media Machine
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As expected, the united States began preparations for its war
against Iraq long ago, and further escalated its preparations after the
events of 11 September and its declaration of war on terrorism. Its
accusations to Iraq ranged from maintaining relations with al-eaeda,
housing osama bin Laden, possession of weapons of mass
destruction, even though inspection teams operating in Iraq for more
than ten years have failed to prove this allegation. Americà justified
its war on Iraq by claiming to spread democracy in this country and
rid it of the "dictator" saddam Hussein, and thus liberating the Iraqi
people from this tyrant. It is important to bear in mind that more than
9000 media practitioners work in the American governmental body,
with more than 1500 media and public relation practitioners in the
Pentagon alone."In addition, hundreds of thousands of dollars were
granted to establish a media center in the Saliyah u.s. military base
in Qatar. (Chomsky, 2003).

The American media has worked for decades to win over the
American and international public opinion. But this time it was
difficult, as they did not succeed in their disinformation and
propaganda agenda. Moreover, thousands of Americans
demonstrated in cities across the united states, denouncing the war
and calling for peaceful means and diplomacy. But in spite of all
anti-wan protests, the white House insisted on continuing its quest to
implement plans to control and dominate Iraqi oil, and strategic
locations in the region. It is essential to note the complicity of "Fox
News" and other media organizations in creating suitable conditions
for the global capital, the christian Right extremists, and world
Zionisrn to extend their influence and control to the wealth and
strategic regions of the world.

More than 600 embedded journalists worked under the
umbrella of the Pentagon to cover the Third Gulf war. u.s. military
units off,ered them transportation to sites and events, protected them,
and provided them with protective clothing and tools in precaution of
any dangerous weapons. cooperation with the pentagon meant
surrendering and accepting the conditions and "diplomatic" laws 'set

in advance to control all that is written and broadcasted durins the
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war.

Since the..very beginning of the aggression against lraq, avisual and audio conflict igniteo netwËen the Tor*., I;;q;Information Minister on the one hand and the officiai spokesman ofthe Pentagon on the other. A new waf commencEd between the twoparties, and the world was watching its events on live television _
psychological and disinformation war began. Due to the strength ofthe 

-American 
party,_ the pentagon exercised various pressures andmethods of intimidation, terror and even physicar execution.(

Mansour, 2003: Nadim, 2001, Abu Nour, 200;)."Conr"qu.ntly, thewar of data, images, and press conferences was more important thanthe proceedings of field operations. The struggle ou"r who controlsthe news and images of the war was at its peak. This is what forcedthe Americans to estabrish a media center in sayliah, eatar thatwould accommodate the strategic importance oi trre event. ThePentagon directed over 600 iournalists , g}vo of them Americans, andthe rest from coalition states and other countries. They supervised thejournalists, and took them to the places they wanted, uno interferedy]th what journarist's wrote ând published and broadcasted.
Therefore, war is primarily about the media in addition to military
operations and tactical strategies in the field.

American experts have extensive-experience in this field, asmedia and communication studies began with propugunoa andpsychological warfare. Also media inflùence una .ont"nt analysis
studies developed as a result of war, propaganda and conflict mediaand the cold war. In vietnam the Americans learnt a lesson theywill never forget. During the war they failed to conirot th" n"w, undimages being broadcasted, and so the American public witnessed thegruesome events of the war which triggered many movements toorganize anti-war marches and demonstrations wniôn eventually ledto the u.S. withdrawal after its miraculous defeat in vietnam
(Braestrup ,1994) and the same thing happened in somalia when theworld witnessed images that insultedlrn"iicun sordiers.

The American and British aggression on Iraq reveared thecontradictions and bankruptcy or t[e international system and its
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deviation from the values, principles, and laws that govern the

international system. America bombed the Iraqi television and

telephone cornmunication facilities to isolate Iraq from the world,
and silence it in fear- of presenting the truth, as well as expressing

their point of view regarding the events and facts of war. America
also bombed Al-Jazeera and Abu Dhabi TV and targeted journalists,

because they provided news and pictures of the atrocities and

criminal actions of the American military machine. America wants to
dominate the world and tell the world its version of the story by
selecting certain pictures, news and facts. On the other hand, it
struggles to prevent others from telling different versions of the story
to the world and its media. America practices double standards when
it cornes to Geneva Conventions; it applies to Iraqis but not to
Americans. Accordingly, the United States has the right to insult the

prisoners in "Guantanamo" and treat them as criminals and terrorists
before trial, and Americans have the right to prevent journalists from
covering the invasion of the island of "Grenada" and conceal the

assassination of "Salvador Allende" and support "Alcontraz" in
Nicaragua and overthrow its regime, and attempt to overthrow the

Venezuelan President "Hugo Chavez," while the rest of the world
does not have the right to exercise their right in information,
communication, and upholding different opinions. This is contrary to
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and with international
conventions and norms.

The lraqi, Arab, and international media in Iraq embarrassed

and infuriated the Pentagon and the American-British coalition. The
audio-visual outputs of these various media outlets exposed the

atrocities committed by American and British military forces. The
U.S. and U.K. failed to win the media battle and international public
opinion. The media scene had changed, and within the first two days

of tho aggression on lraq, images that revealed the magnitude of the
Iraqi resistance and the capture and killing of a number of American
and British soldiers, as well as the targeting of helicopters and
military aircraft, were broadcasted.

On the other hand, coalition media questioned the credibility
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officials, and said he was injured or rhar tre naioie;, #il #i
$f::y|:j j:"li'11rr:, j*: yassin namaûanlnd other haqi

::ïi':t:i":i:.:it,I *i: quite.the opposite, ."J .,-Àu, ;;îiff.r4L yvrrlu Llltr0",:llt:"1yly:T_d-,tr. ulrimare. lie.. oGr fies were larer promcred,/r Pr vrutr tLrl-l,

:i:LilT {t_.ætig1 concerning rhe coalitionr, 
"o_pùte conrroi ofUmm Qasr, Basra, Zubafu and othL sites.

The bombing and the destruction of the Iraqi television, AlJ-azeera channel, Abu Dhabi channel, a number of Ëommunications
facilities as wel as the deliberate kilting of a numb., Àf lorrnalists isa crime against freedom of expression, opinion, and freedom of thepress. The broadcasted images and facts simpiy ,*, Americans
and incite the American and world public against the barbarism ofthe conservatives of the white House who are motivated by theinterests of oil companies and internationar Zionism. 'what,s 

strangeis that the Americans use the Geneva convention when it comes topictures of their captives, whereas the_y quickty rorg.t this treatywhen they silence the Iraqi media rôrcè through 
"violence 

andbombing the Iraqi televisi6n, communication fi.iliti.r, satellite
transmission and deliberately targeting journalists. This is theAmerican promoted. freedom of spùch, ânà these are the liberating
actions of the American aggression "which came to liberate the Iraqipeople and promote democracy" .yet is seems the American versionof democracy is to silence others, be it through destruction, abuse or
even physical execution.

The Arab media represented by Abu Dhabi TV ,Al Jazeera,
and Al Arabiya channel exposed the American-British coalition and
revealed the fabricated claims of a clean and swift war which lastsonly for a few days. The Arab media proved its presence this time,and ïvas able to reveal the destruction of Iraq that does notdistinguish between civilian and military targets. Thè bomuing of theIraqi television headquarters was an unmistikable proof of this. The
Geneva ï''eaty prevents the targeting of civilians, and states, ,,that 

thestrikes shorrld be rimited to military targets only.,' Luckily, the Arab
media was able to prove itself and provide and alternative source of
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information that aims to uncover hidden truths.

The Decline of the Fourth Estate, and the l,{eed for A Fffi One:

The events that occuned in Fallujah , 11aq in the Third Gulf

War, and the consequences and repercussions of September 11, 2001

suggest serious developments that could confiscate democracy,

human rights and freedom of press even in the world's oldest

democracies. The media, which was once known as the fourth-

power, that monitors the executive, legislative and the judiciary

branches is now nothing more that o1d literature. The role the media

is playing nowadays is far from being an authority to monitor the

meichants of war, weapons, and manipulators of minds. The media

covering the massacres of Fallujah applauded the war instead of

reflecting its ugliness and lack of legitimacy and legality and

humanity. Portraying the media as the fourth-power is no more than

an empty legend and unfounded theory. The media has become a tool

that is controlled by the forces of money and politics.

The media, which was once supposed to detect the defects,

abuses, distortions and the manipulation of public opinion has

become part of the game, and a tool that justifies, explains and

misleads in favor of the status quo ant the actors in society at the

expense of objectivity, freedom and truth. Not lone ago, George W.

Bush lied to the American people and the entire world and justified

the war on Iraq by its possession of weapons of mass destruction, and

Saddarn's relationship with Bin Laden. The American people and the

world believed his lie, and America invaded Iraq under the pretext of
the war on terrorism. Morç lies were prornoted, .and America

continued in committing i0s crimes uld t the prètext of "4J

Zarqaw7", and the terrorists in Fallujah whiie the American'medla

and Arab world watched without a stir.
The European Union also joined'in these crimes through ijs

silence and tacit collusion at the expense of truth, human rights and

individual freedoms. In Darfur, the world waS convinced'with the

United States' allegations and its media machine's version of the

story, and so the cise was brought to the Security Council. On the

other hand. the crimes committed in Fallujah, was not a concern to
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which was supposed, ro struggle 

'.ii"r;J,.i#'i}toi#iiil;
objectivity, and the truth at whatJv-er the price. rvr.oru practices in theera of information technorogy, digital age and grobarization prove thedemise of the fourth power:ànd tle collapse of the vision rhat staresthat the media is a powerfur force in society that monitors,investigates and reveals the facts. Even in democratc countrieswhere governments are chosen through democratic erections, whichedoy the separation of authorities, particularly the judiciary and theexecutive branch, we note the breach of many prin"ifr"r, such as theright to access informarion, individual tiberiies, p.i;;;;, and so on.The American "patriot Act" is also a vioùtion and blatantinterference in the privacy and rights of American citizens, especialry

citizens of Arab or Islamic descent.
since the advent of globalization, the principle of the fourthpower was emptied of its content, and so it dàes nÀt -"un much inthe world of rnedia monopories and globar cultural industries which

shape media rnessages in accordan." *ith particular perspectives andpre-determined rogic. Luge media institutionr'huu. imposed
themselves on media industries, and have -onopotired sounds,
images and texts. Companies whose capital is estimated to be worth
hundreds of billions of doilars such as "News corp',, ,,viacom,,, ,,a.
Or. AOL Time Warner", "G8", " Microsol ,,,"^ Bertelsmaflil ,,,,,

Microsoft "," IJnited Global 9or "," Disney ,,,,, 
Érancè Telecom ,,,,,

Telefonica ". The dfgital revolution has blurred the borders between
the traditional methods of communication: voice, text, and images. Ithas also made the.Internet a global means of communication thatdoes not believe in limits, iàeologies or languag, L.ri"rs. TheInternet has become a means of communication wlorldwide, wherehundreds of millions of human beings interact together.Globalization is the globalization of media outlets andcommunication, and the grobarization of large companies, whichhold budg'"-ts of hundreds of billions of dolàrs. These companies
have beconie preoccupied with profit, ross, expanri*, p"pularity andgoing global at the expense of the "fourth por"r" wniËr, has become
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an old fashion overtaken by events in the era of globalization.
These large companies do not care about the abuses against

the right of freedom of the press and freedom of speech. It cerrainly
cannot be a fourth power or a counter-power that stands in front of
selfish lords of money and political influence in the community.
These large media companies have become an integral part of the
system or " Establishment" as Americans call it, media institutions
have regrettably sided with the power of money and politics at the
expense of the fourth power and counter power. It is a part of the
game where media institutions overlap with industrial enterprises,
and the military. All sides have become integrated and collaborate
for money regardless of the means and methods used and regardless
of the price or the principles that are typically placed aside.
(Chomski, 2003, Rushti, 2003 ; Boumaiza, 2004, Kirat, 2003)

With the demise of the fourth estate it is now imperative that
the local and international community think of establishing a fifth
power to deal with the forms and types of propaganda and
manipulation of people's minds. The fifth power is the civil society
that should organize itself to confront the power of the media, which
has sided with the three authorities of the community, especially the
authority of power of money and politics. What happened in
Venezuela between the media and President "Hugo Chavez", and
what happened between the media in Chile and the overthrow of
"Salvador Allende" and what is happening these days in Fallujah,
haq, are all evidence of the shameful bankruptcy of media
organizations and their allegiance with money, politics, merchants of
war and weapons at the expense of the innocent masses and public
opinion, manipulated by the winds of propaganda and
disinformation. (Ramonet, 2003).

Media in the twentieth century; the century of globarization
and the digital age, are merely strategic means to dominate and
control the output of thought, opinion and ideology. In other words,
it is the justifier and interpreter of today's reality. A world
monopolized and controlled by a handful of conservatives, and
emperors of money and politics. The media in our world todav is
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characterized, according to the words of @pollution and poisoning with all kinds of lies, rumors.
misinformation, distortion and manipulation. And it is required to
purify this information from all these impurities and pollutants. And
from here the global system should consider the establishment of a
global media monitor, to monitor abuses and manipulation of the
media, which play a strategic rore in the manufaôture of public
opinion domestically and internationally. In addition, civil societies
in each country should constitute media monitors at national levels to
monitor the misinformation, obfuscation and manipulation of truths
in the interest of a handful of powerful financial and political figures.
Huge media industries prefer serving their interests primarily àt the
expense of the interests of peoples, countries, nations and all
humanity. Experiences in this field confirmed that the huge media
industries have stolen the freedom of expression and freedom of the
press from their rightful owners; the people,.for the benefit of those
with financial and political influence. These actions contradict with
the d principles of democracy, free market of ideas. and
responsibility of the media.

The laws governing media across the world today are outdated
and unable to stop the series and scenarios of marlipulation and
exploitation of the media to serve the narrow interesti of specific
individuals. The events happening today are a disgrace to all the
journalists who claim to defend the truth and uncover the hidden all
violations of human rights. civil society upholds a huge
responsibility in combating the abduction of freedom of expressibn,
individual liberties and freedom of the press of the peoplôs of the
world at Large, both in developed countries, which claim to practice
democracy and freedom of thought and opinion, or in devLloping
countries that suffer from foreign domination and local dictatorships.
The critical state the media has reached in the 21't century signàls
serious dangers that should be considered and addressed u, ,oôn u,
possible, because it deals with misleading, and the manipulation of
the world public opinion atthe expense of the fundamentai principles
of humanity, human rights, freedom and dignity. what is happening
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in Iraq under the name of fighting terrorism, uno *hut Ir ttupp"nrng
in Palestine and Afghanistan is a direct violation of human rights,
freedom of expression and individual liberties.

The most dangerous dilemma humanity faces nowadays is the
contarnination of human thought, and the greatest crime experienced
is distortion, and deception that seeks to hide the truth and promote
lies and myths, thus denying people the right of knowledge, right of
expression and the right to disagree. The world today needs a fifth
power that can stop the collusion and alliance of the media with the
merchants of war and weapons. A power that can salvage the right of
knowledge, information, communication and opinion and gruni it to
the peoples of this world. Mankind cannot enjoy stability, security,
tranquility and peace with the presence of contaminated media that
spreads, myths, misinformation and manipulation. Dialogue between
civilizations will not succeed if media organizations continue to
practice their roles in a manner far from integrity, objectivity,
professionalism, and commitment.
Conclusion

This study proved that no communication theory is applicable
to the reality of media practice at the time of wars and crises, and that
the logic of deception, distortion and manipulation imposes itself on
the media practice. The notion of a fourth power, which monitors the
three authorities in the community are mere words that not true in
reality. Financial and political powers have a different opinion on
how media institutions should handle facts and events during wars
and crises. Media coverage of the second and rhird Gulf war was
directed by political, military, and financial powers, rather than the
logic of objectivity, impartiality, and the search for truth. Journalists
were at the mercy of the military, and were working under great
pressures that amount to - in some cases- physical execution.
Journalists and their media institutions reflected the position of their
governments and their countries at the expense of professionalism,
objectivity, integrity and commitment.

The manipulative model explains the use of media in wars and
crisis by the economic and political forces for the purpose of
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and this is what supports the first hypothesis oi ti,i, stuày ',According
to the manipulafive model the media coverage of the lraqi war willbe partial and biased." Arso the resurts confirm the second hypothesis" The four theories of the press as well as the markef model do notprovide an explanation for the nature of media war coverage,,. Andfrom case studies reviewed, the research confirmed the thirdhypothesis: "In times of wars and crises journalism is mixed up withpropag4nda, public relations, psychologicar warfare anddisinformation. The media practice gets away from professionarism
and the principles of objectivity and ireedom or tn" prlrr. .,

The American president George walker Bush. lied to theAmerican people, when he declared war on Iraq because the latterpossesses weapons of mass destruction, and that former president
Saddarn Hussein established relations with osama bin Laden. It wasthe professional duty. of the u.s. media to make sure of the factsmentioned in the president's statements. But the American media didnot , thus contributing to the misleading of the American public andthe manipulation of the truth and instead of herping ii avoiding warcontributed in waging war against lraq, and with th-at flouting one ofthe main principres of free press in western a"*o.ru.i., ano that is

;i*::ttt 
the government and detect irs mistake, ,ir,. watchdog

During the third Gulf war, the American propaganda machineesrablished working relationships wi-th trre meâia,Ç-orgunizing arlaily press conference in each of tr,. sîriv"îï;# in earar, rhePentagon, the Srate Deparrmeni una rh; Whi;; House. TheAmericans also used, celebïties, ,rràui" stars, music-una uil means of;'ùdio, visual and digital tools to ffiote their point oiui.* not onlyr:r th" American people, but also io ,t. whole *orrJ. lropugunoa andtne techniques and arts of public ,.tation, w'r be a .lnt ar part ofany war in the near fufur.. Gou.rnàents will use a' the slogans,means and techniq::,r a manipulate public opinion, ol."rtica'y andrnternarionalry ro serve rheir interesis. and goals ;;i; expense oft.**' objectivity, neurrality, media rir,i"., dd;;rir.rr, the right
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knowledge, the right to contact and human rights.

Freedom of the press was assassinated during the American-
British aggression on Iraq and in many past wars and many crises
while the world watched in silence. International political relations
and international economic relations and the various organizations
and international institutions havp become ethically bankrupt and are
now run and led by the logic of money, power, merchants of war and
weapons, propaganda experts, and psychological warfare. We
observe "on air" occupation in the name of liberation and democracy,
and we witness "on air" the burning of libraries and the looting of
museunis, and the world watching, while America says it has come
to spread democracy and freedom in the land of Iraq. In the midst of
these cc,ntradictions, we find media institutions such as "Fox News"
and "CNN" and others that cheer and applaud the war against the
other peoples cultures and civilization. Is it time to impeach the
conscience of professional media? Is it time to refute the myth of
objectivity, freedom and independence of media? And is it time to
reflect wiith oneself, and confess that the media profession these days
has deviated more than ever from the track of ideals, which are to
serve the truth and the noble goals of humanity. Although it
regrettably seems that the manufacturers and merchants of wars,
weapons, politicsând money have a different opinion.

V/e conclude by saying that in times of wars and crises
alliances occur - whether hidden or apparent - between media and
power, and this is creates a need to suggest an alternative to classical
communi,cation theories. The alternative that will explain the
behavior and practices of the media during wars and crises come
under the name of "Government Press Government Coalition
Theory". Regardless of the owner of the media organization and its
financier, and regardless of the political, economic and degree of
democracy and freedom in society, according to this theory we find
that the rnedia in fact entirely in line with the government in times of
war and crisis. Regardless of whether they are Western democratic
countries or developing countries or dictatorships and authoritarian
regimes. The media surrender completely to the ideology of the
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government in the process ,of manufacturing, usrernbllng and
distribution of news, in order to fabricate, condition, and form local
and international public opinion in accordance with the irnterests and
objectives of the authoritative power.
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